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Communication Beyond Carolina
Description: Students build capacities for producing and listening to oral
communication across a range of contexts. With multiple audiences, they
learn to listen to and persuasively convey knowledge, ideas, and information.
Questions for Students
1. How can I engage with audiences through oral communication?
2. How do I best convey knowledge, ideas, and information effectively to
different audiences in situations?
3. How can I best understand the views and ideas of others, both individually
and collectively?
4. What are the best ways of strategizing and delivering oral communication
for achieving my intended outcomes?
5. How can media or digital compositions extend my ability to communicate?

GEOG415 - Making Your Research Matter:
Effective Design and Communication to Help Make an Impact on the World
Date Topic
19-Jan Introducing GEOG 415

Date
1-Apr

Topic
Research ethics

21-Jan The art of listening

6-Apr

Research ethics

26-Jan Connecting & constructive feedback

8-Apr

Goodbye jargon, hello analogies

28-Jan Feedback practice

13-Apr Journalists & media strategies

2-Feb The narrative, storytelling & the human brain

15-Apr Handling interviews

4-Feb Learn to love self-evaluation

20-Apr Stakeholders & policy makers

9-Feb Turning an AAA or DHY into an ABT

22-Apr Outreach in the post-factual world

11-Feb Focus on key points

27-Apr Student choice topics

16-Feb Wellness Day: No class

29-Apr Student choice topics

18-Feb Clarify & frame your message

4-May Full circle: back to listening

23-Feb Project planning discussions
25-Feb A picture is worth a thousand words
2-Mar

Design theories & storyboarding

4-Mar

Delivering talks & managing anxiety

9-Mar

Presentation Zen

11-Mar Wellness Day: No class
16-Mar Better/Butter posters
18-Mar Creating effective graphics
23-Mar Poster session
25-Mar Writing clearly & IMRaD
30-Mar Abstracts & titles

13-May 12p-3pm: Presentation of final projects

Student Choice Topics
• Working with the emotional aspects of research
• Communicating skills & qualifications in the job market
• Recognizing ableism in public speaking advice & spaces
• Making connections to outside groups

Top five qualities employers are looking for, according to a National
Association of College and Employers survey:
Ability to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

GEOG416
Applied Climatology:
The Impacts of Climate &
Weather on Environmental
and Social Systems

Work with a team
Communicate verbally
Make decisions and solve problems
Obtain and process information
Plan, organize and prioritize work

GEOG416: Applied Climatology
Communication goals: Effectively communicate
information for different potential audiences in three of
the most commonly used formats (oral presentation,
paper, and poster).

•
•
•
•

Two team oral presentations
Two individual oral presentations
Three team poster presentations (2 digital, 1 paper)
One individual written paper

